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Iffraaj (GB)
Zafonic (USA)
Pastorale (GB)
Gone West (USA)
Zaiazafon (USA)
Nureyev (USA)
Park Appeal
Sadler's Wells (USA)
Amaranda (USA)
Kefaah (USA)
Masarrah

Imperialistic (IRE) (2001)
Imperial Ballet (IRE)
Shefoog (GB)

E.B.F. Nominated.
B.C. Nominated.

1st Dam
Imperialistic (IRE), won 5 races at 2, 3 and 5 years and £66,711 and placed 14 times including third in Weatherbys Bank Pipalong Stakes, Pontefract, L.;
dam of four winners from 5 runners and 6 foals of racing age including-

ELECTRELANE (GB) (2009 f. by Dubawi (IRE)), won 2 races at 2 and 3 years at home and in Germany and £80,697 including Freunde/Forderer German 1000 Guineas, Dusseldorf, Gr.2, placed 3 times including second in Equinity Garmin Michael Seely Mem. Stakes, York, L., third in Dubai Duty Free Fred Darling Stakes, Newbury, Gr.3.

Imperialistic Diva (IRE) (2008 f. by Haafhd (GB)), won 3 races at 2 to 4 years at home and in U.S.A. and £86,042 and placed 8 times including third in totesport.com Empress Stakes, Newmarket, L.

TETE ORANGE (GB) (2011 f. by Pastoral Pursuits (GB)), won 1 race at 3 years and placed twice.

Wind Storm (GB) (2015 f. by Holy Roman Emperor (IRE)), in training.

2nd Dam
SHEFOOG (GB), won 2 races at 2 and 3 years and £15,902 and placed 4 times;
dam of four winners from 6 runners and 10 foals of racing age viz-

Imperialistic (IRE) (f. by Imperial Ballet (IRE)), see above.

Undeniable (GB), won 1 race at 3 years and placed once; also won 2 races over hurdles and £12,080 and placed twice and won 7 races over fences and £79,409 and placed 11 times including third in Totty Construction Towton Novices' Chase, Wetherby.

Thunder Road (IRE), won 2 races at 5 and 6 years and £11,279 and placed 4 times; also won 2 races over hurdles and £19,690 and placed 4 times including third in Brandon Hotel Handicap hurdle, Tralee; dam of winners.

MAKASSEB (GB), won 3 races at 2 to 4 years at home and in France and £24,746 and placed 15 times.

3rd Dam
MASARRAH, won 2 races at 3 years and placed 8 times;
dam of four winners from 7 runners and 9 foals of racing age viz-

MURHEB (GB), won 5 races at 3 and 5 years at home and in U.A.E. including National Day Cup, Abu Dhabi, L.

SAPKALI KIZ (GB), won 6 races at 3 to 5 years in Turkey and placed 16 times.

HAKEEM (IRE), won 2 races at 2 and 4 years and placed 8 times.

SHEFOOG (GB), see above.

Tok Ezgi (TUR), placed 3 times at 3 years in Turkey; dam of winners.

BOGAZICI (TUR), won Kubilay Stakes, Izmir, L., second in Ertugrul Gazi, Bursa, L.

The next dam ICENI STAR, won 2 races at 2 and 3 years and placed 4 times; Own sister to Fourkero;
dam of four winners from 6 runners and 8 foals of racing age including-

LOCAL TRIBE, won 5 races at 3, 5 and 6 years at home and in Hong Kong including The Centenary Vase, Sha Tin, L.